elevating the
exhibit experience
Helping Your Brand Stand Out

Maximize face time, build stronger
relationships, showcase solutions,
and close more sales
Your exhibit needs to work as hard as you do. It must embody your brand to attract
and engage customers, showcase solutions, and conduct business. Your booth
also stands as an opportunity to deliver an experience attendees remember.

Full-service Exhibit Solutions
• Turnkey exhibit management
• Booth rental or purchase

Whether you need a quick and easy rental, enhancements for your current booth,
or a more complex custom design, our award-winning team provides exhibit
solutions to meet your every need.

• Shipping to and from event

We partner with you to make exhibiting easy. Working closely with your objectives
and budget, we offer solutions that compel audiences. Whether it’s a 10 x 10 rental
exhibit inside a convention center or a customized outdoor experience that spans
several city blocks, we help you build connections and propel audiences
into action.

• Full-service creative, graphic design, and production
facilities nationwide

Our specialty is creating experience-focused exhibits that connect brands and
customers in personal ways. Regardless of size, industry, or budget, we
focus on understanding your goals to help create an experience that works
for your company.

• Exhibit install and dismantle

• Exhibit space design for optimum
customer experience

• Custom exhibit fabrication including the latest
eco-friendly products
• Full-service rigging where applicable
• Stylish rental furniture and accessories
• AV services and event technology such as monitors,
speakers, touch screens, video walls, lighting design,
virtual reality, 3D projection mapping, interactive 		
structures, and more
• Integrated digital marketing
• Personalized content development
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Exhibit Solutions —
Imagine the possibilities
Whether it’s an off-the-shelf rental booth or a huge
custom pavilion, we handle every aspect of your
exhibit plan, including basics such as booth structure,
installation, carpet, electrical, audiovisual, and
transportation. In fact, we’re equipped to manage
your entire program by transporting your booth and
equipment anywhere they need to go — around the
state, the country, or the world.
Our rental collections and custom solutions
include functional and compatible enhancements to
facilitate the in-booth experience with countertops,
workstations, kiosks, and graphics in a variety of
ways to showcase both digital and tangible
products or services.

around the state, the
country, or the world

Exhibit Collection
Our affordable and elegant booth packages
include everything you need for a turnkey
show experience regardless of size —
from material handling and transportation
to modern furnishings, all for one quoted
price. These options provide quick and easy
configurations with custom modifications
available to meet your needs and budget.

Custom Exhibits
Exceptional design highlights your brand story
and sets you apart from everyone else on the
floor. With our custom options, the design sky
is the only limit.
Our award-winning designers dive into your
brand story to create a fully customized exhibit
experience that delivers your message and
engages audiences. Our scalable designs
include a variety of sizes and configurations
as well as custom modifications to meet your
needs and budget.
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Rent vs. Own —
Which solution works
for your brand?
Unsure about which booth route to take? Don’t worry.
By asking the right questions to understand your
goals, objectives, and budget, our teams guide you
through the options to uncover the best solution for
your brand:
• How many times a year do you exhibit?
• What product or service are you offering in
a booth setting?
• Does your event or product require
customized solutions?
• Is this a unique product launch that requires
a specific experience?
• Do you currently have your own exhibit inventory
or materials?
• Could a rental option or modification supplement
what you already have?
• Do you have a booth that may be too large or
heavy to ship?
• Is your current booth in need of updates
or modifications?
• Are you looking to test alternate booth options
through rental solutions?
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Transportation —
Fully loaded
Our one-stop transportation services offer a seamless transition
that simplifies your exhibition from the time you move in until you
move out.
A truckload of benefits:
• All-inclusive pricing to ensure precise budgeting
— no additional handling fees for pickups, deliveries,
nights or weekends
• On-site transportation experts are available before,
during, and after the show
• Pickup and transport from point of origin to either
advance warehouse or show site
• Reliable customer service seven days a week,
offering complete shipment visibility and
expert supervision
• Pre-printed shipping labels and outbound paperwork
• No additional fuel or overtime surcharges
• No carrier waiting time fees
• LTL — less than truckload shipping
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Why Freeman?
As a 90-year industry leader that manages thousands
of trade shows and events each year and offers
award-winning design capabilities, we have the insight
and knowledge to guide you every step of the way.
Not only can we oversee your exhibit design or rental,
but our teams can also simplify the logistics that bring
your brand to life on the show floor. As your single
point of contact, we take the guesswork out of your
pre-show checklist to ensure you have a successful
show from start to finish.

90+

Years as an industry leader

The Personal Touch
Our Make It Personal philosophy informs every project we tackle.
Our goal is to create personalized booth experiences that map
to your goals with smarter solutions, maximized engagement, and
accelerated results — delivered with certainty.
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Ready to get your show
on the road?
Contact Freeman Exhibit Solutions
at FreemanExhibits@freeman.com
Freeman is the world’s leading brand experience company. We help
our clients design, plan, and deliver immersive experiences for their
most important audiences. Through comprehensive solutions, including
strategy, creative, logistics, digital solutions, and event technology,
Freeman helps increase engagement and drive business results. What
makes us different is our collaborative culture, intuitive knowledge, global
perspective, and personalized approach, gained from 90 years as an
industry leader. Freeman is a family-owned company with 90+ locations
worldwide and more than 7,000 employees, 2,000 of whom are located
outside the U.S.

